
a KITE
JIM CONKLlN*

Kite /lying may be old stuff to mast of us, but it's no longer kid
stuff when you get up to designs like this big triangular box. Here's
one way to divert the family while you operate portable this summer.

F OR YEARS, amateurs have been talking about
"sky hooks." Most have been built from the
ground UP. although a few articles have- ap

peared about using a meterological balloon or the
kytoon (kite balloon ) . Even old Ben Franklin
conducted some field-day work with a kite. Kite
flying is a facinating subject, and very helpful on
field days when working on 80 or 160 meters, but
most hams have done little about it.

A few months ago, Commander E. M. Little,
USN, brought his ship to the Mare Island Naval
Shipyard for overhaul, and immediately began to
show us all up on kite flying. \Vhen ours were
bobbing a ll over the sky, he would send two or
three up on a mile or two of string, and they
would stay in the sky for days. Some of our
kites were the common Dutch or tailless kind, others
were boxes made of aluminum rods and cloth, or
the ones packed with Mae \Vest radio sets in
aircraft life-rafts. But after considerable experience
towing them across the Pacific ocean, Commander
Little has settled on a triangular box with side
wings , similar to the one pictured.

A box kite requires matching the members in
strength, size and weight; careful assembly ; and
proper adjustment of the st ring. The triangular
box with its wings, however, is more easily ad
justed and flown, and is satisfac tory in a wide range
of air speeds. It readily allows enough lift 'for its
weight plus a half-mile or more of heavy string,
with three or four pounds of lift remaining at the
bottom of the stri ng. This is much less than one
kite used for military purposes (before the air
plane was invented ), which was 36 feet long and
lifted a man 100 feet into the air, but the little
triangular box will fit into the back seat of a car,
and is about all that can be handled conveniently
when there are st rong surface winds.

Construction
T o construct the kite, obtain some ~-inch

square, or slightly larger. sticks made of white
pine or spruce. Cut three of them 49". one 36"
and twelve 15" long. In order to arrive at the
framework shown in the second photograph first
construct the rectangular back. Lay out two of the
49" sticks marked a and b in Fig 1. Starting ~"

down from the ends of a and b, secure a fifteen-
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inch stick, e, between them. Drill a small hole to
take a stick-pin or small brad with a tight fi t but
wit hout splitt ing the wood, and glue the joint with
Tester's formula A cement or DuPont's household
cement. Fifteen inches down from e, insert the
second cross 'stick, f. One-quarter inch up from
the bottom end of the long sticks a and b, put ill
stick h. Stick 9 goes in IS" above 11 .

Using 60 and 30 degree miters, prepare the re
maining eight fi fteen-inch sticks for mounting, to
complete the four triangles t'jk, 11m, guo, and
Jrpq. One end of each of the eight sticks should
have one miter to fit against the long sticks a and
b. The other end of each of these eight sticks
should have two miters, one so that j and k will
fit together, and the same with the other three
pair ; the other miter is to form a flat sur face at
the ends of j and k and other pairs, on which the
keel strip c can later be laid and secured to an
four triangles.

P ins should be used to hold in place all these
•
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eight sticks, and the keel piece c, which should
also be cemented when attached. At this time, a
few turns of thread can be wound around the
joints to strengthen them and to hold some cement
on the surface of the joints.

The 36" wing stick d can now be fastened to a
and b. beneath them and about one inch below I.
Thread and cement are sufficient to hold this piece
without a pin. It is a little easier to let this stick
go until after the two ends of the triangular box are
covered, if care is taken to mark which stick is
c. to avoid the unbalance which will result if it
is tater confused with a or b.

A very light kite can be constructed by cover
ing it with model airplane paper, but this covering
may blowout in very strong winds or in a rain
unless it is sprayed with airplane dope. Kitchen
waxed paper is satisfactory. Cellophane, such as is
obtained in rolls from the frozen-food section!'
of the mail-order houses, is strong unless the edge
r ips. This trouble can be prevented by using
scotch tape to secure it to sticks and around strings
!W all edges are protected. Tracing paper (appar
ently an oiled parchment) has stood up in a
light rain. Light, strong cloth may also be used. •
Scotch tape should always be on hand to repair

•r rps.
The cellophane o r cloth may be stretched around

the upper and lower parts of the triangle sections,
and fastened. \Vith paper, it is probably as easy
to cement in place three separate rectangular pan
els at each end of the frame. The frame will be
wabbly unti l the covering is put on; the cover ing
• • •
ts a very Important strength member and, th ere-

The completed framework before the cover
ing i. applied . It i. just over four feet high,
and thr.e feet wid. at the wing stick.

•

fore, should be stretched tight. After the covering
is in place, the kite becomes r igid.

Next, slot the ends of the wing stick c with a
coping saw or other tool. Tie a st ring to the uppe r
~" extension of a, run it through the slotted end
of the wing-stick c, and secure it to the lower
!4" extension of a. Run a similar string between
the ends of b via a slit in the other end of d. Now
cover the triangle formed by the string and a.
and cover the similar triangle formed by the
string and b.

It is necessary to keep both halves of the kite
physically equal so that they will have the same
lift; if this is not done, the kite may tend to circle
in one direction. Similarly, the weight of the rna
terials and their distance from the center should
be the same on both sides to keep the kite balanced.
A little extra scotch tape or unnecessary material
is enough to unbalance it. Check the balance of
the kite by hanging it by the keel stick c. after
the bridle has been attached. The balance may
then be corrected by pasting paper or scotch tape
to a wing.

The bridle should be attached to points along
the keel strip c that will minimize the strain;
the best places, therefore, are along the central
part of the two covered triangular boxes. Place a
piece of scotch tape over the stick and the cover
ing about five inches down from the junction of
j and k, and also the same distance down from
the junction of " and o. Punch small holes through

•
the scotch tape and covering so that the bridle
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stri ng can be tied several times a round the keel
stick c. Use a bridle about 38" long. The kite string
will be attached to a point on the bridle opposite
I and 111 in a light breeze, and a little higher up in
stronger wind. An automatic adjustment can be
installed by making the bridle string a little long,
and tying near its bottom a series of rubber bands
that will stretch about six inches on a d-pound
pull. T hese rubber bands should short-circuit a
loop of the bridle su-ing so that if they should
break, the bridle str ing is still intact.

The Kito String
\Ve have been using a sail twine made up of

six threads, obtained from American T hread Com
pany in large spools. Beeswax was rubbed on it a s
it was reeled. Tests in the shipyard industr ial
laboratory show that it breaks between 18 and
19 pounds if it has no knots. \Vith the best knot
we have devised, it breaks at a little over 12
pounds at the knot, although it should be possible
to splice the twine like rope without loss of
strength. Another type of cord is serving twine,
used to form cables of numerous wires in tele
phone central offices and radio stations. This is '
heavily impregnated with beeswax, and can be
obtained in larger sizes that cannot be broken
hy hand. The twine should not weigh over two
pounds per mile, for a kite of the size described
here.

The string can be attached to the bridle with
a clove hitch and 1\"" 0 half hitches. as shown in
the third picture. This can be slid along the bridle
for adjustment. T he knot is a weak point in the
system but the lift is seldom up to the breaking
point of the twine. We hope to ru n tests shor tly
on the breaking point of knots using a simple

The recommended manner of knot.
ting the kite string to the bridl e.

form of wire-rope thimble, such as by slipping a
piece of elect rical spaghett i over the tw ine before
tying it. This would be something like the parlor
trick of rolling a cigarette in cellophane so that it
may be tied in a knot without breaking the paper .

One must be careful of wear on the kite st ring
at or ncar where it is tied at the g round. One
answer to thi s, which permits letting the kite out
fast to get it out of a dive or reeling it in fast,
is to fly the kite from a crank-driven string reel
set in a frame. \\'ood and steel reels a re obtainable
from anyone who uses quantities of hook-up wire.
The core should be four to eight inches in dia
meter (by building it up if necessary) to facilitate
taking in a lot of string per turn. The diameter of

•
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the reel should be about four inches or more larger
than the core, to hold enough string. It is usually
desirable to have two to four miles of string on
the reel if much kit e flying is to be done, and a few
kites lost now and then. The handle fastened to the•
reel can be stopped from turning due to the kite
pull by putting a bracket of some kind on the
frame. A peg driven in the ground is needed to keep
the frame and ree l from being dragged along the
ground by the kite unless the assembly weighs
uver ten pounds.

Up She Goes!

If a kite is stable on the g round, and the wind
is not gusty or ir regular around buildings and
trees, the kite can be flown right out of the hand.
A bette r way usually is to have someone hold it
about fifty yards downwind and let it go when the
wind is strong. In this way, the kite is likely to take
r ight off and climb Quickly for the first 100 feet
or more , to a point direct ly overhead, where it
will take out more st r ing rapidly without much
likelihood of going into a dive. If it should dive,
let out string rapidly unt il the kite star ts to right
itself. even if it closely approaches the ground. \Vith
the string let out fast, it may land gracefully,
whereas with a tight string it may crash in a dive
at about thir ty miles an hour and be useful only to
provide a few sticks with which to make the next
kite.

After the kite gets up to about -tOO feet it will
usually show much grea ter signs of stabi lity than
when it is in. the variable surface winds. \Vhen it
is up a half mile to a mile, it may fly for days
when there is little evidence of any wind at all on
the surface. For that reason, it is best to let a kite
well out though its main purpose may be to hold
U)) only a few hundred feet of antenna wire.

It should not be necessa ry to make special
adj ustments on this type of kite if it is physically
balanced when tested on the ground. However.
the kite can be made more stable if necessary, and
ahle to take stronger winds. by placing a back
ward bow in the wing-stick c. This can be done
by tying a str ing between the ends of this stick,
and tightening it carefully whi le bending the
short wings backward. A tail may also be added
at the bottom of the kite. However, instability of
this nature, requiring such dra stic measures, may
mean that the kite will get into trouble when it is
hauled down.

Like aircraft, kites are in the greatest danger
while landing. They are most inclined to circle
and din when the str ing is hauled in. especially
as they get within a few hundred feet of the
ground. It is frequently necessary here at ~ r are

Istand to let the kite stay up until late at night
or early the next morning when the wind velocity
wi lt be lower. Kites may he put up in a large fie ld
and moved to more congested loca tions. \ Vhere
telephone wires interfere, the kite str ing can be let
out to a knot and cut at that point; then a str ing and
stick can be tossed over the wires so that the end
of the kite string can be moved over such obstruc
tions.
•
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AUDIO
CONNECTORS

RACK and
PANEL

CONNECTORS

RF
CONNECTORS

AN
CONNECTORS

, STAT'EE _

now standard for au.
dio circuits on S ig nal

Corps communication equipment AMPHENOL'S
superior design provides watertight lock and
spring.loaded contacts which have low voltage
drop and are self-cleaning.

for power, signal and con.
trol circuits in aircraft and

electronic equipment. AMPHENOL, by far the
largest supplier of quality connectors, leads w ith
the broadest availability listing of AN Ccnnec
tors for all MIL·C-SOIS shell styles and appllee
tions. AMPHENOL'S leading position is asswed
by a continuing development and tooling pre
gram.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION .
• 1830 Soutb 54lh Avenue, Chicago 50, IIIi n.ois •

· 0 Send me the 48 page general CATALOG No. 74. 
• 0 Add my name to y our mailing list tor monthly -
• information on CW1'ently n• • products and tech. -
_ nleal data ••• AMPHENOL ENGINEERIlfC NEWS. •

for instruments. tes l
equipment and all types of industrial appltce
tions. Extens ive research and manufacturing
facUities have made AMPHENOL RF Connectors
outstanding in design. They have longer Ieak
age paths, lower loss resulting in outstanding
performance.

AMPHENOL Rack and
Panel Connectors have

eyelets inserted In the mounting holes for added
s treng th. holes for wiring instead of the usual
hooks on the male contacts, and interlocking
barriers to prevent accidental shorting. Another
AMPHENOL product of precision d esign r

• •
• NAME _

• •• FIRM NAMEE •

- ADDRES!ii •• •
• CITY -

\ VI LD D , Net Cont rol stat ion of the Boston
Area "Sunday Evening Two- Meter Round Robin"
tells us tha t the name has been changed to "The
KB Net" in t ribute to thei r old friend, \ Vl K B.
Charlie also passes a long the sad news that

, \\rl A X\V, George Bent, was accidentally elect ro-
cuted wh ile working on his rig April 7, 1951.

\V2Q E D of Seabrook, N. ] . is ready for any
I thing the ~20 mc band has to o ffer . Ken now has
a crystal-cont rolled transmitter. which uses an

, Amperex 990J as a tr ipler to drive another 9903
Ias a straight amplifier. At 100 watts input , sufficient
I output is obta ined to light a 4O-watt lamp to almost

full bri1liance. Ken found it necessary to shield
the final amplifie r completely to reduce rad iation
losses. The ASB~ receiver has been modified by
changing the 955 conver ter over to a u.h.f. crystal
mixer ci rcuit, and numerous other minor modifi
ca tions have been made which provided added
Rain and narrower bar-d width. Although relatively
high power is available. it is not usually necessary
for local QSOs. Solid contact with \V.H\A G,
located nea r Philadelphia, approximately 35 miles
a way, can be maintained when the input to the
fina l is reduced to about one- tenth watt! \V2Q E D
is another ~20 me experimenter who insists tha t,
wa tt for watt . better signals ca n be obta ined over
a given path on the -120 me band than on two
meters !

That' s it for th is month. Keep us posted! 73
Broumie, lV2PA U

(;0 n .'",\ KITE
(from page 28)

Some thoughts on Antennas

So much for the kite. The antenna may he
secured to the kite st r inJ{ after the kite is well
UI) in the ai r. A str ing can he fastened to the kite
st ring with a clove hitch and two half hitches a round
the kite st ring to hold the antenna with weakening
the st r ing. This take-off st ring may lead to a light
insula tor made of a bead or small piece of plastic,
and then to a light antenna wire. A stranded a lu
minum wire would make a good antenna. but
steel or copper a lso will work. A size as small as
1= 22 is ample for handling high power.

By maneuvering the ki te reel so that the trans
mitter is downwind from the reel . the light antenna
may be dropped direct ly down to the transmitter ,
and little st ra in may be placed on the antenna.
The high-level wind!" remain fairly stable, so that
it will not often be necessary to move the reel.

A vertical antenna a quarter wavelength tong is
a good antenna. but requires a good ground which
is not generally ava ilable a t a field-day location.
The ground problem ca ll be dodged by using a
half-wave antenna. feeding it a t the voltage loop.
Longer antennas, higher multiples of a qua rter
wave, may be sa t isfac tory at some distances depend
ing on conditions, but in general, vertical antennas
much over a half-wavelength long will be inferior,
especially on the higher frequency bands.

If the antenna is permitted to slant, a "long wi re"
antenna , directive along the wire and in the di rect ion
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uf tilt obtained. a lthough limited as to direction and
distance that it is effective, because of the lobe angles
and the normal high-angle radiation that is neces
sa ry to work sta tions a few hundred miles away.

In closing. here are a few words of ca ution.
( 1) Do not lift a wire with a kite within a half
mile or so o f overhead power wires I (2) Use a
sta t ic drain. such as a resistor of 100,000 ohms or
so, from antenna to ground. \Vith these precautions.
the use of kites. which in themselves are interesting,
will add many enjoyable hours to a field-day ex
cursron.

220 ~IC TIli\l"S~IITTEIl

(froll1 pag, 18)

Turn the meter switch in the second position,
placing the meter ac ross R7 to read the grid drive
to the second tri pler . Reconnect the "B" supply
to R6. Sta rt ing ·with condenser C6 about half ca
pacity, tune for maximum g rid drive, which should
be about 3 miltir.mperes. Make cer tain tha t thi s
stage is now tuned to 73.8 me, either by means of
a grid dip mete r or an absorption wavemeter such as
a Millen # 90608.

The next step is to put the meter in the third
position . placing it across R13 to measure the final
grid drive on the 832. Reconnect the "B" supply
to RlI and tune the butterfly condenser CIO for
maximum gr id cur rent. which should be about 1
milliampere. ~Iake cer ta in that this stage is tripling

to 221.4 mc and not doubling to 1~7 .6 me. This may
be proven by using a grid dip meter or by means
of Lecher Wires.

You are now ready to tune the final. Connect
a 115 volt 10 watt lamp ac ross L7 with the wiring
to 1..8 temporarily disconnected. The coupling be
tween L6 and L7 should be loose, at least one half
inch separa tion. Condenser Cl l should be about
one thi rd capacity. Now reconnect the "B" supply
to R 16 and tune C11 for maximum brill iancy ol
the 10 watt lamp. Turn the meter switch to P osition
6 and with a maximum voltage of 300, the final
pla te and screen cur rents should read about 80
milliamperes. \Vith the switch in Position 5. the
total "H" drain for the three 6J6 tubes is iO mil
liamperes.

The antenna coupler should now be connected.
Connect the 10 watt tamp through the antenna '
relay to LlO. Reconnect L7 to LB. Reapply the
" B" voltage to the entire transmitter and slowly
tune C12 so that the lamp burns brightly. The
tu ning of thi s condenser is very sharp. 1..8 should
be tightly coupled to L9. LIO should be coupled
as loosely as possible and still transfer maximum
power to the lamp load. Make certa in these three
coils are a l1 wound in the same direction.

You will note some interaction- between C2 and
C4 so therefore a slight retuning o f all stages might
result in still greater ca rrier output. The builder
should not run into any great difficulty if he fol
lows closely the layout. uses the components spe
cified and winds the coi ls to the right sizes.
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CONSIDER tho
APPEARANCE ••• Your shack. den •.. or wherever you set up your rig ca n be kep t in

shipshepe when 011 your copi.s of CO ere in on. sofa plece. The deep, red shod. will
blend perfectly with eny color scheme . • • ond, in add ition. th. bod-bone will be gold
stamped with CO a nd any year you desire .

CONVENIENCE ••• In a f..... seconds you cen lc ee te any a rt icle you went no more
fumbli ng a rou nd for lest month 's tn~ ... just reeeh for your Binde r tur,. to
the index • .• and presto, there it is.

WORKMANSHIP ••• Dupont Fabricord . .. de inproof and weshebl•. . . Cente r che nnet
to kee p mag~uines secure ly in positio n.

L.t your wif. , sweethert, or • friend , see this ad ••• Tell them that a CO Bind.r would make the
perfect gift for the "Ham of th.ir life" • .• for a birthday, aRniveftar.., •• • or any othar " ,peet.I"
day ••• or you can always buy on. for yourself. •

-IFore ig n O rders IJdd 1Sc per bind",r)

Yeer want.d 0 Iq-47 a 194B 0 1949 0 1950 0 19SI. Sta mping : CO a Plain 0

NAt..4E •...••...._ _ '" CALL .

CQ Magazine
67 West 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.
ENCLOSED FIND S FOR BINDERS '

KEEP CQ at your fingertips
with a CQ Binder . •. ONLY $250•

CITY ••._ ZONE _..........•.•• STATE .
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